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LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIP AND VALUE 

Elkhorn Public Schools is a rapidly growing suburban school district located on the western edge of the Omaha metro 

area. This municipality offers the educational and retail advantage of the city, while still maintaining the qualities of a 

smaller community.

With enrollments climbing by more than six percent each year, the district has been adding additional facilities to 

accommodate its growing student population. Interior Concepts partnered with Elkhorn Public Schools to provide 

furniture for multiple district locations, including the special services building and both the new Elkhorn Valley View 

Middle School and Elkhorn South High School. 

Opening a new school is a massive undertaking. Our up-front planning and design process, featuring 3D virtual product 

tours and the ability to change product designs via live web conferencing, assured Elkhorn South High School Principal 

Mark Kalvoda that the product would fit their needs. Mr. Kalvoda remarked, “Being able to actually see the furniture 

before it’s made allowed me to know exactly what we were getting. Interior Concepts built their product to meet our 

needs and fit into our space. They truly gave me what we needed, not what they were trying to sell.”

Furniture purchases for school districts are often a long-term investment, which district Superintendent Stephen Baker 

recognizes: “When thinking about the value that you get with any company that you’re working with, I’ve noticed that 

Interior Concepts’ product is high quality. When furnishing a new school, I want something that’s going to be there for 

many years to come. And I’m looking forward to Interior Concepts’ furniture that we’ve put in being here 10, 15, 20 years 

from now.” Interior Concepts ensures this long-term relationship through its lifetime warranty. As a result, Elkhorn has 

provided a quality environment that helps students and staff achieve their goals — and Interior Concepts has built a 

long-term relationship with Elkhorn for years to come.
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“When opening a new high school, you work with literally hundreds 

of different companies — and Interior Concepts stood out with 

their service.  From the planning and design process to the on-time 

delivery and efficient installation, everything that Interior Concepts 

promised us came to fruition. I can say without hesitation that 

Interior Concepts tops the list when it comes to service. They allowed 

me to focus my efforts on my mission of providing a high-quality 

education for the students of Elkhorn — not solving furniture issues 

or installation concerns. Interior Concepts does it right.”
Mark Kalvoda,

Principal

Elkhorn South High School
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WE’RE

18525 Trimble Court, Spring Lake MI 49456

800.678.5550  | interiorconcepts.com

Elkhorn South High School

High school principal office 

Workstation shapes allow for ergonomic positioning

Middle school principal office 

Guidance counselor office
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Drafting/CAD lab instructor workstation

Drafting/CAD student workstations

Learning lab

Testing or training lab for students/staff

Easily accessible and lockable CPU doors 

Special Services reception station
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To see Elkhorn talk first-hand about their experience,  
visit www.interiorconcepts.com/elkhorn.
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